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INSTALLING THE OUT-OF-SYRUP ALARM KIT

1. Select the desired location for the Out of Syrup Indicator. This unit must be mounted between the Syrup Supply and the 
Vacuum Regulator.

Note: This unit must be mounted level tor proper operation.

2. Remove the four (4) screws and the front cover.

3. Mount the unit to the wall using the two (2) keyhole mounting slots. Replace the cover using the four (4) screws.

4. Turn the switch for the Pre-mix Carbonator Pump to the "off" position. Disconnect the Syrup Supply from the Tank 
or Bag-in-Box.

5. Cut the Syrup Supply Line to the Pump Box Syrup Inlet. Attach the end from the Syrup Tank (or Bag-in-Box) to the 
Barb Stem at the bottom of the unit and clamp in place. Attach the line to the Pump Box to the Barb on the side of 
the box.

6. Reconnect the syrup supply line to the Syrup Tank (or Bag-in-Box). Turn the Pre-mix Carbonator Pump back "on." 
Dispense product until the Brix Pump begins to run. At this time the Syrup Supply Line should be full. Plug the 
cord into the proper electrical outlet.

7. Verify that there are no leaks.

8. Give this publication to the manager on duty.
beverage.com
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DO Adhere to all National and Local Plumbing and Electrical Safety Codes.

DO Turn “Off” incoming electrical service switches when servicing, installing, or repairing equipment.

DO Check that all flare fittings on the carbonation tank(s) are tight. This check should be performed with a 
wrench to ensure a quality seal.

DO Inspect pressure on Regulators before starting up equipment.

DO Protect eyes when working around refrigerants.

DO Use caution when handling metal surface edges of all equipment.

DO Handle C02 cylinders and gauges with care. Secure cylinders properly against abrasion.

DO Store C02 cylinder(s) in well ventilated areas.

DO NOT Throw or drop a C02 cylinder. Secure the cylinder(s) in an upright position with a chain.

DO NOT Connect the C02 cylinder(s) directly to the product container. Doing so will result in an explosion causing 
possible death or injury. Best to connect the C02 cylinder(s) to a regulator(s).

DO NOT Store C02 cylinders in temperature above 125˚ F (51. 7˚ C) near furnaces, radiator or sources of heat.

DO NOT Release C02 gas from old cylinder.

DO NOT Touch Refrigeration lines inside units, some may exceed temperatures of 200˚ F (93.3˚ C).

NOTE: Water pipe connections and fixtures directly connected to a potable water supply shall be sized, installed and 
maintained in accordance with Federal, State, and Local codes.

! Caution
To Avoid Serious Injury Read the following warnings before
beginning an installation. Falure to do so may result in possible
death or serious injury.

! Warning
DANGER OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK - Disconnect and lock out all
electrical power sources before performing service or maintenance on
this machine -- except when electrical tests are being performed by
qualified service personnel.
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